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Norman Waterhouse is a premier multi-service commercial law firm, providing legal
services to a large number of entities throughout Australia.
The priority and key to this project was the
integration of these AV technologies with
existing office workflows, as well as the
workplace efficiencies and quality of daily
operations
within
their
interstate
communications.

The project scope provided to Pro AV
Solutions highlighted the importance of the
AV system’s quality, ease-of-use and
consistency across all of the new
workspaces. As the spaces were expected to
be used by both internal and external
participants, the systems had to be
impressive in their quality, as well as intuitive
in their operation to ensure minimal training
and ongoing technical support.
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The team at Norman Waterhouse
required a full design and
construction of Audio Visual
technologies within their office
location in Adelaide CBD, which
spans multiple floors.
The client required a number of meeting
rooms,
huddle
spaces,
open-plan
presentation spaces and two joinable
boardroom/training rooms. Each boardroom
boasts its own 4K LCD large display with the
ability to combine for larger presentations via
joint usage of a recessed motorised projector
and projector screen with discreet in-ceiling
speakers.
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The technologies integrated into the new
joinable Boardrooms allow presentations and
conferences to be recorded for upload or
can be livestreamed to those unable to
attend.
To facilitate the client’s ethos on workplace
collaboration,
interactive
LCDs
were
deployed within several of the spaces,
including portable solutions allowing for
usage
throughout
their
offices.
With the UI interface for each room designed
for optimal user experience, interaction with
each system’s control device for staff and
guests is intuitive and simple to understand.
Pro AV Solutions leveraged custom-touch
screen devices in majority of spaces where
multiple devices were in operation. Each
controller’s interface were designed by our
dedicated,
in-house
Programmers
in
collaboration with Norman Waterhouse
Lawyers, ensuring not only the key system
commands were integrated, but also that they
were presented in an intuitive design and with
the company’s corporate branding presented
throughout.
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